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To all whom it may c07ncern.: 
Beit known that I, STEPHEN P. BROOKS, of 

Boston, in the county of Suffolk and State of 
Massachusetts, have inwented certain new and 
useful Improvements in Piano-Fortes; and I 
do hereby declare that the nature of the same 
and the manner in which they are to be per 
formed orare constructed and operated are 
described and represented in the following 
Statement or specification and the accompa 
mying drawings, of which– 
Figure 1. denotes a front elevation of such 

parts of a piano-forteasexhibit my invention. 
Fig. 2 is a vertical and transverse section of 
the same, showing the action or mechanism 
used for sounding a string. 
The nature of my invention consists, first, 

in Combining and arranging the damper and 
hammer of each key of the action in one bent 
lever operated by a fly orlifter, as will be here 
inafter described, and, second, im a peculiar 
arrangement of the fly-lifter and escapement 
or mechanism extending between the jack 
and hammer. 

In the drawings, A. denotes the iron or me 
tallic frame; B, the sounding-board; C, the 
case or Woodem frame: D D, the strings; E, 
the hammer, and F the damper, these latter 
two being shown as operating on two strings 
or two branches of one string in the usual | 
manner. The hammer-head and damperare 
arranged SO that one projects from the other, 
and both Work or turn on one common ful 
crum (t, they forming together a bent lever 
having a hammer-head b fixed to one arm 
and a damper-clushion Cattached to the other 
arm. A. lifter K, attached to and projecting 
from a fly 1, is hinged or jointed at one end 
to the damper-arm, while at its other end it 
works with the escapement d of a jack G, pro 
jecting upward from the key II. In thedraw 
ings this lifter is represented as forming one 
piece with the fly, and as bent or extended 
over the jack and down upom the escapement, 
the back catch being shown at e as placed 
justin rear of the escapement, so that imme 
diately after the fly-lifter has fallen of the 
escapement it may be received and rest on 
the back catch, which operates to arrest the 
rearWard motion of the hammer until the fin 

ger of the playeris raised so asto permitthe 
i key to rise upward. 

From the above it will be seen that the fly 
and lifter are attached firmly together, orare 
im one piece or bar, and the escapementis ar 
ranged on the jack, a regulating-screw and 
stop or button being applied to the fly and 
made to work against the jack, as shown at 
. One ormorespiral springss"s" extendfrom 
the fly-lifter to the jack and Serve to bring 
the lifter or fly back on the escapement when 
the key is being elevated. Such enables me 
to constructavery simpleand efficientaction. 
The iron or metallic frame A is fastemed to 

the case C, the Sounding-board B (having the 
bridge l glued to it) being separate from the 
case and not directly attached to it, but se 
cured or fastemed immediately to the back of 
the metallic frame. Therefore it is not con 
trolled or strained by the case under the 
changes of temperature to which the latter 
may be subjected. Being fastened directly 
and wholly to the metallic frame, the Sonorous 
quality of the Sounding-board ismore uniform, 
or not so likely to be injuriously affected by 
atmospheric changes as when the Sounding 
board is directly connected with the case. 
The iron frame is for an upright piano, and 

it is made Square or arched at its top and ex 
tends down to the bottom of the Case and rests 
thereon. It is constructedl with a Curved 
hitch-pin plate or bar (*, running fromits top 
down to one of its sides and connected with 
the bottom plate b* by two bars c* d*, cast in 
one piece with the hitch-pin plate and the 
rest of the fralne, and arranged as shown in 
Big. 1, such bars not only extending from the 
bottom plate b* to the hitch-pin plate (*, but 
along on theirouter surfaces and above the 
same suficiently to prewent such plates from 
being warped or twisted under the strain of 
the Strings. This construction of the frame 
renders it very strong and enables the Sound 
board to b? extended beyond the plate (i, as 
shown in the drawings. It akso enables the 
bridge to be disposed in the middle of the 
sounding-board, whereby the Vibration of the 
Said board is most effectually attained. 
Haying thus explained my invention, what 

I claim is as follows: 
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1. Combining orarranging the hammerand 3. The above-describedarrallgement of the 
damper of each Stringin or on one bent lever, back catch–Viz., on the jack and in rear of 
substantially as specified. the escapement. 

2. Jointing or hinging the flyorfly-lifter to In testimony whereof I have hereunto set 
the hammer-lever and arranging the escape- i my signature. 
ment on the jack, substantiallyas described, S. P. BROOKS. 
the same dispensing with hinging the fly to Witnesses: 
the jack and enabling the fly and lifter to be | R. H. EDDY, H1 - 
made orunited in one rigid baror piece. | F. P. HALE, Jr. 

  


